


We Would Like To Thank All The Breweries
For Sponsoring Our 7th Annual Beer Fest:

Notes:

STONE HAZY

Less bitter than our other IPAs, but still  blooming with bold, 
juicy flavors. Features El Dorado and Azacca hops which 
bring tons of citrus & fruit elements while intense Sabro hops 
highlight the big, tropical notes of this beer. The result of this 
unique hop combination is a groovy, juicy citrus bomb with 
tons of orange, lemon, melon, mango and pineapple flavors 
& aromas.

6.7%

BEER #1

ABV = Alcohol by Volume
IBU = International Bitter Units

= SRM DRINK COLOR

HAZY IPA

Year Round #stonehazyipa

35

ORDER BEER BY NUMBER
Each beer has a number associated to it. When 
ordering, please tell bartender beer number and 
requested size of pour. New disposable cup will be 
used at each serving. 

10 Tokens : $20 (Cash Only)
Half : 8oz
Full: 16oz

1 Token
2 Tokens

$20 each (Cash Only)

Try a variety of BBQ selections!
Food prices differ on vender

Cash, Credit Cards or Tokens

TOKENS

SHIRTS

FOOD

BUENAVEZA SALT & LIME

Brewed with just the right amount of lime and sea salt, it’s 
everything a lager should be – crisp, refreshing and full of 
flavor.  Lime throughout with a touch of sweet malt.

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

4.7%

BEER #2

LAGER

Year Round #buenaveza

25

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

FRESH SQUEEZED

Fresh Squeezed IPA is a Citrus Bomb. Juicy sweet hop aromas 
of grapefruit and passion fruit. Hops carry through a muffin-
like malt character rounding out this full flavored IPA into a 
thing of beauty like no other.

6.4%

BEER #3

IPA

Year Round #freshsqueezedIPA

60

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

TWILIGHT SUMMER

Kick back into golden refreshment; bright and crisp like the 
freshest citrus. Citrus and fruity hop aromas gently join up 
with a light appealing cereal malt character leaving you 
with a satisfying finish to savor.

5.0%

BEER #4

ALE

Seasonal #TwilightSummer

38

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

MIRROR POND

Classic American style pale ale. Dive into an intricate 
ecosystem of crisp, citrus hops and swirls of caramel malt 
that's more than meets the eye.

5.0%

BEER #5

PALE ALE

Year Round #mirrorpond

40

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

I LOVE NV

A little hoppy, a little malty, a lot crisp, and a lot more crushable! 
Exquisitely balanced with biscuit and caramelized sugar 
malt flavors against floral and citrus hops. Easy, flavorful, and 
elegantly nuanced.

5.1%

BEER #6

AMBER LAGER

Year Round #ilovenv

25

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

805

805 is a light, refreshing ale. This is an easy drinking beer that 
can be enjoyed anywhere.

4.7%

BEER #7

ALE

Year Round #805beer

15

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

805 CERVEZA

A new light beer with a simple twist, easy drinking with a 
touch of lime. Crisp, clean, dry, and approachable. Una Mas 
Cerveza.  Brewed with lime. 

4.5%

BEER #8

MEXICAN STYLE LAGER

Year Round #805beer

10

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

CALI SQUEEZE BLOOD ORANGE

Brewed with real blood orange for maximum refreshment. A 
crisp beer with juicy orange flavors and fresh citrus flavors, 
that always go down easy.

5.4%

BEER #9

HEFEWEIZEN

Year Round #calisqueeze

15

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

CITRA SOLO 

This nectar is blessed by hop bursting with six massive 
additions of Citra Hops creating an incredible aroma and 
flavor consisting of grapefruit, passion fruit and melon. We 
keep it unfiltered so that you can enjoy it how the brewers 
intended it to be.

6.4%

BEER #10

IPA

Year Round #leadwithdefiance

55

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

TACO TRUCK LIME

Mexican-style lager brewed with lime and a hint of salt. 
Clean, crisp character with slight sweetness, light body, 
smooth mouthfeel and low bitterness

4.7%

BEER #11

LAGER

Year Round #tacotrucklime

11

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

PEACE, LOVE & HAZE

Flavors of pineapple, guava and orange make this hazy an 
easy-drinking tropical delight. Experience life. Experience 
Peace, Love and Haze.

6.3%

BEER #12

HAZY IPA

Year Round #DustBowlBrewing

28

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

INCREDIBLE PULP BLOOD ORANGE

Extra Pale Ale brewed with a secondary fermentation on 
Blood Orange with a citrus hop profile and pilsner malt 
platform.

6.0%

BEER #13

EXTRA PALE ALE

Year Round #boneyardbeer

35

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

RPM
Slightly sweet maltiness balanced with a unique composition 
of 5 PacNW hops. Your tap will hit the REDLINE.

6.5%

BEER #14

IPA

Year Round #boneyardbeer

50

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

ICHTHYOSAUR "ICKY"

“ICKY” pours a light copper with a creamy white head. It has 
aromas of grapefruit, lime, spruce, pine and spice. On the 
palate this malt-balanced IPA showcases flavors of caramel 
and citrus without being aggressively bitter.

6.4%

BEER #15

IPA

Year Round #ickyipa

46

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

LEAVE NO TRACE

This alpine lager is clean, crisp, refreshing and brewed to 
elevate everything you do. Brewed in the time-honored 
Bavarian style.

5.0%

BEER #16

ALPINE LAGER

Year Round #leavenotrace

20

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

BITCHIN' BERRY

This refreshing fruit-forward beer gets its ruby red color from 
real raspberries and blackberries — never extracts. Beginning 
with fruit and floral aromas that precede a fresh berry zing 
on the palate, backing up to a light and crisp malt base. 
It finishes dry with hints of citrus, spice, and everything nice.

5.2%

BEER #17

ALE

Seasonal #greatbasinbrewing

15

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

SLIGHTLY MIGHTY
Hazy gold lo-cal IPA that throws tropical notes of pineapple, 
coconut, mango and citrus, all while delivering an aromatic 
hoppiness that makes it oh-so drinkable. Brewed with ‘lo-
cal’ly grown malted barley, Slightly Mighty is dynamic and 
crisp with a refreshing hop profile.

4.0%

BEER #18

lo-cal IPA

Year Round #offcentered

30

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

CHRONIC ALE

Chronic Ale is a long time house favorite at our brew pubs. 
Brewed with house yeast strain La Cruda and English 
specialty malts, this mellow amber ale is lighter in flavor with 
a smooth bitterness. Sip, sip... Cheers!

4.9%

BEER #19

AMBER ALE

Year Round #PizzaPortBrewingCo

10

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

SWAMI'S

This West Coast style IPA features a timeless American hop 
profile of citrus and pine with a crisp balanced finish. It’s a 
dream come true to be able to share so many pints over time 
as we all evolve together. Whatever your form of meditation 
is, we hope that each and every sip contributes to your own 
self-realization…Cheers!

6.8%

BEER #20

IPA

Year Round #PizzaPortBrewingCo

72

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

CALIFORNIA HONEY

Pizza Port favorite. Brewed with the addition of local California 
honey, this blonde ale is crisp and refreshing with a hint of 
sweetness and a smooth finish. We hope that you enjoy a 
taste of California with every sip... Cheers!

4.8%

BEER #21

BLONDE ALE

Year Round #PizzaPortBrewingCo

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

HONEY KOLSCH
Brewed with wildflower honey, this Kolsch-style ale has 
layers of subtle floral notes accented by the honey’s natural 
sweetness that create a refreshing balance with the hops 
and malts. Honey Kolsch is our liquid ode to bees for all the 
wonderful work they do to keep the cycle of life turning.

5.0%

BEER #22

KOLSCH STYLE ALE

Year Round #roguehoneykolsch

26

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

MARIONBERRY

The cabernet of the blackberry family pours a dark purple 
with an inviting dark fruit nose. Fruit forward with a tart finish 
that keeps it balanced. The fan favorite, our most popular 
cider.

6.5%

BEER #23

HARD CIDER

Year Round #inclinecider

0

ABV                  STYLEIBU

Notes:

BLOOD ORANGE

Juicy blood orange and citrus notes with a touch of tart 
to keep things balanced. Blood orange is the perfect 
compliment to our dry hop blend, making for a unique cider 
packed full of character.

6.5%

BEER #24

HARD CIDER

Year Round #inclinecider

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

LEMONGRASS

Bright and bold, The Legend Lemongrass is incredibly 
refreshing. Citrus notes of lemon and grapefruit on the nose 
with a tart, balanced finish.

6.5%

BEER #25

HARD CIDER

Year Round #inclinecider

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

LEMONADE & TEA
Bright citrus notes with subtle black tea for a crusher that 
looks as at home on the beach as it does on the golf course.  
Crisp, clean, and crushable.  

6.9%

BEER #26

HARD CIDER

Year Round #inclinecider

0

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

APPLE

ACE Apple has an apple nose and a clean finish. This cider 
pairs well with all pork dishes, and seafood as it is a refreshing 
alternative to the high alcohol of wine and heaviness of a 
beer. Made with 100% all natural apples. 

5.0%

BEER #27

HARD CIDER

Year Round #aceapple

0

ABV                  STYLEIBU

Notes:

PINEAPPLE

Instant sweet taste with tart finish. Pineapple cider is an ideal 
drink for tropical hot and humid climates.

5.0%

BEER #28

HARD CIDER

Year Round #acepineapple

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

SPACE BLOODY ORANGE

Most recently launched Bloody Orange flavor. This unfiltered 
addition of ACE is to honor the owner, Jeffrey House’s wife 
who played Brea Tonnika in the cantina scene in the original 
Star Wars. Her picture is featured on the bottleneck. This cider 
comes in a clear bottle so you can see the vivid orange hue. 
ACE SpACE Bloody Orange is out of this world!

6.9%

BEER #29

HARD CIDER

Year Round #acespace

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

GUAVA
Very Refreshing! Fresh Pink Guava juice blended with our 
semi-dry apple cider. Fruit forward with semi-dry undertones. 
Enjoy this taste of Brazil!

5.0%

BEER #30

HARD CIDER

Year Round #aceguava

0

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

MANGO

Is a blend of fresh Mango Juices and a tart, Semi-Dry Apple 
Cider. The best tasting Mangoes are grown near the equator 
in hot and humid climates, so we went straight to the source: 
Ecuador! You are tasting an important piece of ACE’s Exotic 
Fruit Cider range. Enjoy!

5.0%

BEER #31

HARD CIDER

Year Round #acemango

0

ABV                  STYLEIBU

Notes:

BERRY BURST

Gluten-Free! Sweet, fruity and refreshing made with a blend of 
raspberries, blackberries and other wild berries for a unique 
taste experience. The intensely aromatic and deliciously 
sweet medley of flavors is balanced by a pleasantly tart and 
dry finish. 

3.0%

BEER #32

HARD CIDER

Year Round #berryburstcider

2

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

PEAR

This light, crisp cider presents a tangy aroma while offering 
a distinct pear taste, and ends with a lively mouth feel that 
tickles the tongue.

4.0%

BEER #33

HARD CIDER

Year Round #wyderspear

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

BOURBON BARREL PEACH
The perfect balance of sweet, ripe peaches and tartness of 
green apples. A touch of oak tannin finishes this cider off 
perfectly.

6.9%

BEER #34

CIDER

Year Round #tietoncider

0

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

LAVENDER HONEY

This cider is made with locally sourced honey, whole lavender 
buds and apples. Expect a perfect amount of crisp apple 
on the front, rich honey notes on the palate and a hint of 
Lavender on the finish.

6.9%

BEER #35

CIDER

Seasonal #tietoncider

0

ABV                  STYLEIBU

Notes:

CALUTRON GIRL

Bavarian style Hefeweizen was brewed with a traditional 
approach, combining Munich malt, lots of wheat, and 
Weihenstephan yeast. This malt bill, combined with one 
of the world’s most perfect yeast strains, brings out all the 
classic, traditional notes of clove and banana that you 
expect from this style.

5.0%

BEER #36

WHEAT HEFEWEIZEN

Year Round #ablebakerbrewing

18

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

PENNY O'REILLY'S

Irish red ale is mild, moderately malty ale with a deep reddish 
copper color. This smooth drinking pint starts with an initial, 
subtle sweetness and finishes with a hint of roasted dryness.

5.0%

BEER #37

IRISH RED ALE

Year Round #lvbrewco

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

CHANTILLY
Light bodied, refreshing vanilla cream ale is crafted for mass 
appeal. The combination of 2-row, caramalt and biscuit malt 
produce a silky smooth mouthfeel, accentuated with real 
vanilla, brightened by a slight pop of liberty hops.

5.3%

BEER #38

CREAM ALE

Year Round #lvbrewco

15

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

BAVARIAN HEFEWEIZEN

An authentic, unfiltered, Bavarian - style wheat ale. Our Weizen 
yeast provides a distinctive aroma and flavor profile true to its 
Bavarian roots; spicy, slightly fruity, dry and refreshing. No fruit 
garnish necessary. 

5.0%

BEER #39

WHEAT ALE

Year Round #sudwerkbrewing

15

ABV                  STYLEIBU

Notes:

MÄRZEN

Choice hops and five different specialty malts are combined 
to produce this rich, amber and copper-toned lager. Sweeter 
in flavor than Sudwerk's other core offerings, the Marzen has 
a full robust character with a smooth, zen-like finish. 

5.7%

BEER #40

AMBER LAGER

Year Round #sudwerkbrewing

15

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

REVISION

Low impact bitterness, high impact aroma and flavor. 
Simcoe lays the hop foundation for this extremely delicious, 
flavorful and quaffable American India Pale Ale. Tropical 
citrus, orange and pine flavors meld seamlessly.

6.5%

BEER #41

IPA

Year Round #revisionbrewing 

50

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

DISCO NINJA
Tasty, tantalizing, karate chop in your freaking mouth. 
Kaleidoscopic nunchuck hits to the dome with Citra®, 
Galaxy®, Mosaic® and Amarillo®. Stealthily slaying your 
taste buds, one sip at a time.

7.0%

BEER #42

HAZY IPA

Year Round #revisionbrewing

40

ABV STYLEIBU



Notes:

BAJA

Corn aroma with mild caramel notes to come together for 
a nice biscuity aroma. Sweet up front then dives for a nice 
clean crisp finish with mild sulphury/corn, hoppy notes. High 
carbonation mixed with the lightness from the corn makes 
for a lightly sweet crisp mouthfeel leaving the drinker satisfied 
but wanting more.

5.0%

BEER #43

MEXICANA ALE

Year Round #saltflatsbrewery

0

ABV                  STYLEIBU

Notes:

SECRET COVE CERVEZA

A crisp, easy drinking lager made with locally grown corn. 
We like to drink this lager naked… without a lime that is.

5.9%

BEER #44

MEXICAN LAGER

Year Round #10torr

17

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

ISLAND BEATS

This IPA with refreshing juicy citrus notes is a round trip ticket 
to the tropics, accompanied by a tasty soundtrack of freshly-
squeezed pineapples, mango, and passion fruit, all carried 
just by hops.

5.0%

BEER #45

TROPICAL IPA

Year Round #lagunitas

0

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

ELVIS JUICE
Loaded with tart pithy grapefruit. This IPA has a caramel malt 
base, supporting a full frontal citrus overload - grapefruit 
piled on top of intense aroma hops. Waves of crashing pine, 
orange and grapefruit round out this citrus infused IPA.

6.5%

BEER #46

IPA

Year Round #brewdogbeer

40

ABV STYLEIBU



Tokens purchased to the Wendover Beer Fest & BBQ are final purchases & no refunds will be issued. 
The venue is outdoors, event will be held rain or shine. Entry to the Wendover Beer Fest is for guests 21 
years of age and older only. NO EXCEPTIONS. ID’s will be checked upon entry. All beer samples must be 
sampled from the provided disposable cups. No outside glassware, food or beverages will be permitted. 
Management reserves the right to check any bags. Purchase of token does not guarantee availability 
of any specific beer offered by any specific brewery. By purchasing tokens & entering the venue, you 
assume all risk of violating the state law if you operate a motor vehicle while under the influence of 
an intoxicant and further waive & forever release & indemnify management as well as all sponsors, 
breweries, distributors, importers, vendors, participating charity, musicians, employees, volunteers & 
agents from any & all liability arising from the use of alcoholic beverages or acts of nature. You voluntarily 
assume all risks & dangers of personal injury & all other hazards arising from or related to the Wendover 
Beer Fest & BBQ, whether occurring prior to, during or after said event.

Management reserves the right to deny entry to any guest appearing intoxicated upon arrival & remove 
any token holder, deemed intoxicated or unruly, without refund. Please enjoy & drink responsibly!

Notes:

RED RYE

This beer is a hybrid German rye lager with light to moderately 
spiced rye aroma and flavor. The low bitterness allows an 
initial malty and bready sweetness with slight caramel notes, 
similar to a red beer, which then fade away to the unique 
earthy characteristics of the rye malt.

6.8%

BEER #47

LAGER

Year Round #pigeonheadbrewery

34

ABV                  STYLEIBU

Notes:

DEFTONES PHANTOM BRIDE

Phantom Bride IPA is a blend of Amarillo, Citra, Simcoe and 
Mosaic hops delicately balanced for the perfectly drinkable 
mix of citrus and hoppy goodness.

7.1%

BEER #48

IPA

Year Round #belchingbeaver

60

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

SCRIMSHAW

A fresh tasting Pilsner brewed in the finest European tradition 
using Munich malt and Hallertauer and Tettnang hops. 
Scrimshaw has a subtle hop character, a crisp, clean palate, 
and a dry finish.

4.5%

BEER #49

PILSNER

Year Round #northcoastbrewing

22

ABV STYLEIBU

Notes:

SCULPIN 
The Sculpin IPA is bright with aromas of apricot, peach, 
mango and lemon. Its lighter body also brings out the 
crispness of the hops. 

7.0%

BEER #50

IPA

Year Round #ballastpoint

70

ABV STYLEIBU



1/2 (8OZ) : 1 TOKEN        FULL (16OZ) : 2 TOKENS
# BEER NAME ABV % IBU

1 Stone Hazy IPA 6.7 35
2 Buenaveza Salt & Lime Lager 4.7 25
3 Fresh Squeezed IPA 6.4 60
4 Twilight Summer Ale 5.0 38
5 Mirror Pond Pale Ale 5.0 40
6 I Love NV Amber Lager 5.1 25
7 805 ALE 4.7 15
8 805 Cerveza 4.5 10
9 Cali Squeeze Blood Orange HEFE 5.4 15
10 Citra Solo IPA 6.4 55
11 Taco Truck Lime Lager 4.7 11
12 Peace, Love & Haze Haze IPA 6.3 28
13 Incredible Pulp Blood Orange Ale 6.0 35
14 RPM IPA 6.5 50
15 Ichthyosaur "Icky" IPA 6.4 46
16 Leave No Trace Alpine Lager 5.0 20
17 Bitchin' Berry Ale 5.2 15
18 Slightly Mighty lo-cal IPA 4.0 30
19 Chronic Ale 4.9 10
20 Swami's IPA 6.8 72
21 California Honey Blonde Ale 4.8 0
22 Honey Kolsch Kolsch Style Ale 5.0 26
23 Marionberry Hard Cider 6.5 0
24 Blood Orange Hard Cider 6.5 0
25 Lemongrass Hard Cider 6.5 0
26 Lemonade & Tea Hard Cider 6.9 0
27 Apple Hard Cider 5.0 0
28 Pineapple Hard Cider 5.0 0
29 Space Bloody Orange Hard Cider 6.9 0
30 Guava Hard Cider 5.0 0
31 Mango Hard Cider 5.0 0
32 Berry Burst Hard Cider 3.0 2
33 Pear Hard Cider 4.0 0
34 Bourbon Barrel Peach Cider 6.9 0
35 Lavender Honey Cider 6.9 0
36 Calutron Girl Wheat Hefe 5.0 18
37 Penny O' Reilly's Red Irish Ale 5.0 0
38 Chantilly Cream Ale 5.3 15
39 Bavarian Hefeweizen Wheat Ale 5.0 15
40 Märzen Amber Lager 5.7 15
41 Revision IPA 6.5 50
42 Disco Ninja Hazy IPA 7.0 40
43 Baja Mexicana Ale 5.0 0
44 Secret Cove Cerveza Mexican Lager 5.9 17
45 Island Beats Tropical IPA 5.0 0
46 Elvis Juice IPA 6.5 40
47 Red Eye Lager 6.8 34
48 Deftones Phantom Bride IPA 7.1 60
49 Scrimshaw Pilsner 4.5 22
50 Sculpin IPA 7.0 70

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY
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